
Western Washington University Associated Students 
Green Energy Fee Committee Meeting

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 VU 567

Committee Members Present: Sara Richards, Chair (AS VP Strident Life), Fabiola Arvizu (AS 
VP for Academic Affairs), Nicole Brown (Faculty Senate Representative), Grace 
Wang (Faculty Senate Representative), Evan Fowler (Student-at-large), Kevin 
Majkut (Director of Student Activities), Kathryn Freeman (GEF Grant Program 
Coordinator), Jason Austin (ESP Director), Rick Benner, Seth Vidana

Guest!s): Sarah Philips (GEF Education Coordinator)

Sara Richards, AS Vice President for Student Life, called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. 

MOTIONS:
GEF-12-W-03 Approve the Minutes from February 1, 2012. Passed
GEF-12-W-04 Approve the funding of a permanent staff position up to $50,000 to the program staff

position at a ‘program specialist 2’ classification with the stipulation that there is a 
yearly evaluation on the hours necessary for the function of this position. Passed

GEF-12-W-05 Approve the Green Energy Fee Grant Program Process as outlined in the document.
Passed.

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. REVISIONS TO AGENDA

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

MOTION GEF-12-W-03 by Arvizu 
Seconded by Fowler
Approval of Minutes from February 1, 2012 
Vote: 7 - 0 - 0  Action: Passed

IV. PUBLIC FORUM

V. INFORMATION ITEMS 
A. Memo of Agreement

Majkut advised the committee to read through the document. He had highlighted 
important areas of understanding. Benner suggested a spelling error in “capitol” 
being changed to “capital.” Arvizu asked if the term “president” meant the 
University President or AS President. Majkut clarified that this would be 
University President. Wang suggested changing “their designee” to “his 
designee”. Austin asked about the priority of the fee being listed as the purchase 
of renewable energy credits headline. He wanted to know if there was any 
conversation about this. Majkut wanted to talk about it. Arvizu commented on a 
title change under “fee setting.” The old title was listed. Austin asked about the 
“project management” headline and wondered if there was any thought on the 
creation of a separate GEF office that could be made within the Office of



Sustainability. Brown thought that there should be a definition of the RECs. 
Brown suggested the use of “innovated ‘sustainability’ student projects” as clear 
but still an all-encompassing language. Majkut said that he would work on the 
language here in accordance to the ballot language and other guiding documents. 
Majkut went through each sub-heading of the document so the committee could 
ask any questions they had about specific sections. He said that a change was 
made under “renewable energy credits,” to say that the purchase of RECs is the 
priority of the fee. He explained that the language in the ballot initiative included 
four elements for the use of the fee. The purchase of RECs was one of those 
elements. He asked the committee if the priority of the fee is to in fact purchase 
RECs. Austin explained that the requirement of the fee is to work towards 100% 
offset of energy purchases. He said the working assumption of the committee has 
been to spend the left over money on grant programming. He said that the 
question would be whether or not the committee would choose to purchase more 
RECs over funding student projects and vice versa. Brown asked if the priority 
was to buy more RECs or to fund more projects that could close the need to 
purchase of RECs. She does not know what the vision of the committee is in 
regards to this. Philips asked if it were possible to say that the purpose of the 
Green Energy Fee is to reduce Western’s environmental impact through 
renewable energy credits and grant funded projects. Austin explained based off 
the history of the fee’s creation that the goal of the fee was to complete technical 
campus climate neutrality. He asked if the fee is going in another direction. He 
thought that the committee should still have the purchase of RECs be a priority 
because of their declining cost and because they provide more offset than the 
student projects. Benner asked how much more it will cost to the University 
financially to become carbon neutral by reducing the amount of RECs and doing 
actual carbon offset. Vidana explained that the cost would be minimal. Benner 
wondered if the committee would like to make the suggestion to the University 
on this. Majkut said that the AS has stated in the past that they thought that the 
University should take upon that extra cost for true carbon neutrality. Austin said 
that the original need of the fee was to reduce technical carbon neutrality and this 
changed to actual carbon neutrality. He thinks clarification in this document 
would be beneficial. Benner said that something that may be discussed later 
would be the name “Green Energy Fee” in order to encompass all subsets of the 
fee. Fowler asked if there was any strategic plan for a goal for climate neutrality 
beyond this fee. Vidana said that the Climate Action Plan explains strategies in 
very broad terms. Fowler wondered if it would be the goal of this committee to 
come up with a definite strategy. Majkut said that on par with the AS Board, that 
student education was a main component of the Green Energy Fee. Arvizu 
suggested the creation and use of some guidelines for funding proposals would be 
helpful. Benner expressed concern that there was no clear place in the statement 
explaining that the university should take the next step towards real neutrality. 
Vidana wanted there to be more communication and agreement between 
Facilities Management and the fee. He would like to see involvement by means 
of a discussion to find the gaps in this program. He wants to make sure that the 
programs that come out of the Green Energy Fee grants can form larger scale 
projects if possible. Benner suggests the addition of more details on the roles of 
the agreement between the Associated Students and Green Energy Fee program,



and the university. Austin asked for the committee to discuss a Green Energy Fee 
office. He said that there may be some value in talking about this in light of 
budget cuts and student dollars. Freeman asked if Austin was imagining this 
office as operating similarly to the Sustainable Transportation Office. She 
clarified that the Sustainable Transportation Office is actually under the head of 
Parking Services, and falls under a separate hierarchy than the offices in which it 
is housed. Philips said that she does not understand the importance. Vidana said 
that whether or not the Green Energy Fee is a program or an office by name, it 
would still have to deal with the same problems if the Office of Sustainability 
goes away. Richards said that we need to make a decision on the Memo of 
Understanding.

ACTION ITEMS
A. Staff Hours in the Office of Sustainability

Vidana presented a document on the overhead screen. He said that Human 
Resources deemed this new job description as melded into a “program specialist 
2” position. Vidana explained that this means that the position will get paid a 
certain amount of money, thus the fee would be charged that amount. He 
presented a spreadsheet outlining the starting hourly wage of the position being 
$15.66. At the 75% full time position, the fee would be charged roughly $38,000 
per year. He said that if the position was operating at 100% there would be about 
$47,000 to be paid. The combination of the current position and the Fogistics 
Coordinator position totals close to $47,000. Vidana explained that the 
committee had set aside up to $40,000 last year for into this one permanent staff 
position and around $7,500 for the Fogistics Coordinator position. He informed 
the committee that they need to be aware of wage increases of being a state 
employee. Majkut said that initial funding for the Green Energy Fee Committee 
won’t really increase as student enrollment is expected to remain stable as 
questioned by Wang. Benner asked if the decrease in REC cost would help offset 
this. Vidana said that lowering REC costs may help, but that there will probably 
be the bottom floor to that decline. Vidana said, in regards to the student position 
discussion of a previous meeting, that an additional student position is not 
necessary for the rate of program development at this time. He said that current 
student staff in the Office of Sustainability can be used as an option if necessary 
for now. Majkut clarified that Vidana is asking the committee to go up to 100% 
with the cost to the fee not to exceed $50,000, with the understanding that the 
position will increase in dollars cost to the fee on an escalating cost. Majkut says 
that he thinks it is reasonable to go to this. Vidana said that because this is a 
development period, there may come a time when the committee may reevaluate 
the hours worked by this position.

Arvizu asked for clarification on this new job description. She wanted to know if 
this was an addition to Freeman’s hours or if this would be opened up and go 
through the hiring process. Vidana explained that this would essentially create a 
new position that would go through the hiring process. Majkut wanted to add to 
the current motion that there is a yearly evaluation of the hours necessary for this 
position. The position will start at 35 hours per week. Benner asked where the



funding comes from in regards to the other potentiaf costs of having a staff 
position. Vidana said that some of the costs are absorbed by Facifities 
Management. Arvizu wanted to fook into the University’s responsibifity for 
paying a staff person when it comes to the fee. Vidana agreed that this 
conversation needs to happen.

MOTION GEF- 12-W-04 by Vidana 
Seconded by Brown
Approve the funding of a permanent staff position up to $50,000 to the program staff 
position at a ‘program speciafist 2’ cfassification with the stipufation that there is a 
yearfy evafuation on the hours necessary for the function of this position.
Vote: 7 - 0 - 0  Action: Passed

B. 2011-2012 GEF Proposal Guidelines (Benner left)
Arvizu would like for the Mission Statement to be looked at in the future. She 
thought some of the points in the statement needed more unification. Freeman 
suggested looking into the Rules of Operation for updates.
(The committee decided to move into The Staff Hours for the Office of Sustainability before 
progressing onto this item). Freeman asked the committee if they had any questions 
on the proposal. Arvizu thanked Freeman for putting this document together. 
Majkut asked Freeman if she thought that this document supersedes some of the 
material in the Rules of Operation. She said that she believed that it does to some 
extent.

MOTION GEF-12-W-05 by Austin 
Seconded by Fowler
Approve the Green Energy Fee Grant Program Process as outlined in the document 
Vote: 6 - 0 - 0  Action: Passed

Philips said that she plans to email out general information but she does not want to 
email out this document to people immediately. Vidana said that he is hoping to get 
the application out to students soon, but not to release the guidelines until the 
committee is ready.

VII. NEXT MEETING DATE: February 29, 2012

VIII. ADJOURN

THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED BY ACCLAMATION AT 2:33 P.M.


